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About This Game

Mother Simulator is a game for the gaming platform Windows PC, in which you will take a role of a new mother. For coping
with all difficulties which expect a young parent, you need steel nerves, fast reaction and, of course, your loving heart. Well, and

those, who cope with all the tests, can expect the Grand Prize – the smile of your baby, a lovely, harmless and not evil baby.
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It’s a humorous project about a young parent's difficult weekdays. If you feel worried, irritated, you don’t understand what’s
going on and what you must do next, so don’t worry. We want to give you exactly these feelings in our game.

At each new level the passing conditions become more complicated. But because of it the victory is more pleasant and your
place in the mum’s top table is higher.

Mother Simulator is a first person game. At each stage a young mum must do everything necessary for her lovely baby, for
example, feed, change the diaper or make a child sleep.
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Title: Mother Simulator
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Steppe Hare Studio
Publisher:
Steppe Hare Studio
Release Date: 20 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64bit Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3-4340 / AMD FX-6300

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 470 GTX

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Realtek High Definition Audio

English,Russian
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This game is so bad. It's AMAzing!!!!!!!!1!!1!!!!!1!!!!!. I stopped playing Katie after a couple of in-game days. I wasn't
impressed or intrigued; it looked like a dodgy 3D game from the early 90's and I couldn't figure out what to do.

What I did end up doing, is coming back to it a few days later, mainly to find Katie, who had arranged to meet me by some
swings but hadn't. This time she did and it all rolled from there.

The maturity of the writing carried me through the rest. This is essentially a monologue about grief and loss framed within
conversations with a somewhat lost soul milling around in some kind of limbo. While the audio and visuals might seem overly
basic, they do end up serving their purpose quite well, the closing credits song is worth the price of admission alone, in my
opinion.

All in all a funny little game, but one I think I'll remember for a while.. Good video, but the audio is poorly synced with the
video. A lot of fun to play, definitely worth the buy if your into 2d games. Gives off the nostalgia feel of playing smw. :). haha i
laughe d so o o oo o har d l ll llooo oo l. Let's make the figures talks; this game rating 1/10 ( considering that no possible to have
0 in ranking system )
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Tower defense seems like the kind of open-ended genre you could mash just about anything into and get it to work, yet hybrid
titles aren’t all that common. Sanctum, for example, allows you to assemble your defenses and battle the hordes yourself as a
first-person shooter, but it and its sequel are practically the only instances of the concept. It’s a good one too, especially the way
Sanctum gives you a wider variety of options when upgrading your defenses. And if it only had more in the way of actual
content in which to exercise those options, it probably would have ended up as more of a classic than the backlog-filler it seems
to be for most.

Case in point: Sanctum has no story whatsoever. You’re a spandex-clad lady with awesome hair and a big robot gauntlet, and
you’ve got to stop alien-things from mashing their faces into your core-thing. I don’t know how or when or why any of these
things happen, and while it’s certainly not essential for a game like this it would help to have some grounding. Titles like
Defense Grid actually benefit greatly from their plots, that one in particular getting a lot of mileage out of its hilarious AI
companion and unique setups for levels. Sanctum has the appearance of a vibrant world with stories to tell, but disappointingly
little to dig into.

So instead we get to business. Each level has a core and access points for monsters to come smash it from, and in between are
different paths they can take. Some levels are twisting routes while others are wide-open fields, but no matter the layout there
are dozens upon dozens of spots where you can build blocks. Blocks… block enemies from passing, and though you can’t
completely wall off your core you can create mazes to corral the enemy. All sorts of weapons can be built into your blocks,
including gatling guns, laser turrets, mortars, drone launchers, and several status-affecting devices that pair well with certain
weapons. The strategy, then, is to place weapons in the spots where they’ll do the most work in your maze layout.

That’s only half the battle with Sanctum, though. You can carry three weapons into battle yourself, arms like an assault pistol,
sniper rifle, and lightning gun. Each has unique primary and secondary attacks, and just like towers they can be upgraded to be
more powerful. Your weapons can actually hold off entire waves themselves with the right combination of upgrades and skills,
so there’s a major strategic consideration on what to upgrade with your resources. Do you rely on automated defenses, put
everything on yourself, or mix the two? Enemies are varied enough that you can’t just focus on one weapon type regardless, so
you’ll need to prepare for big, lumbering foes, tiny swarming ones, and flying hostiles alike.

As a tower defense title, Sanctum does everything expected of the genre and little else, so it’s the first-person combat that gives
it an edge. Unfortunately, that’s about the only edge it has so unless you’re desperate to jump into the fight yourself, you may be
better served by other games in the genre. The base game has only seven levels to work through, each with set enemy patterns.
You can challenge them on four different difficulties and in some slightly different “survival” modes, but that still might be a
record low for content in a game like this. There’s not exactly a proliferation of enemies or weapons either, enough to fill out a
regular game but not enough to cover for a lack of other content.

Sanctum’s certainly a fun game, but unless you’re really into perfecting defenses or chasing high scores it won’t last you long. I
wish there was more to do in a game that gives you an unprecedented presence in tower defense, but unless you really invest in
your personal weapons it’s just a different perspective to observe the battle from. I dig the bright, detailed art style and it all
sounds pretty good, but there’s no soundtrack to speak of and no plot propping any of it up. Play this one with friends if you can,
because while it’s a neat twist on tower defense it’s one that runs out of steam real quick.

Did you enjoy this review? I certainly hope so, and I certainly hope you'll check out more of them at 
https://goldplatedgames.com/ or on my curation page!. Ok so, the first thing i noticed is.... Achievement won't unlock, the
second things is it has error after level 10!
and third thing is.. The developer of this game is a Kid from Russia...... I bought this game with sale coupon, it's worth the
money :)

+Trading cards. i like this game,i hope the developer make the 2nd part like Clockwork 2. this game is so sick i wish my
computer wasn't so \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 so i could run the game at full quality, those screen shots look
sexy. Anyways, I freaking love marble games and this one is top notch <3
. Initial though was sort of a Huniepop 2. But it´s not, though there are similarities for sure. It´s a memory drinking dating game
where you talk to girls and learn a few details about them, buy gifts, challenge them to a drinking game, eventually go on a date
then finally confess within the 30 days limit you have before leaving the island. Sayori don´t know how to not impress. Her art is
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so beautiful, these girls are absolutely gorgeous. And the protagonist is so real in terms of thinking like a man and stuff true to
life xD Made for mobiles resolution though but it´s manageable as long as you don´t go fullscreen.

Ema is an Otaku´s dream. But Erika is my best girl with Lisa very close second like photo finish close. I get a strong Haruna
vibe ("To Love-ru") from Erika which is a coincidence since I just recently finished the second season ;) It´s short like 8-10
hours, Easy is really easy, Medium is challenging and Hard very difficult (without properly used perks), catchy music that
WILL make you start humming/whistle along as you play and the artstyle killer. H-scenes a must! And talking about H-scenes...
Sakurano. What a surprise she was ;D

Btw why it took me twice as long as expected to finish was because of a bug with a character that I couldn´t progress with but it
solved itself late enough.. This is a cute but not terribly difficult little puzzle game. With each robot having a unique skill, it
makes for some clever little puzzles, as well as some horribly obvious ones. It's not a bad play, but probably won't take you more
than an hour or two to get through. Even while looking for all the collectibles.

I believe I got it as part of a humble bundle, which made it just a nice little adventure. Not sure I would've gone out of my way
to purchase this on its own.
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